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1. INTRODUCTION

The ESMO project, which is an acronym for eIDAS-enabled Student Mobility, is an EC co-funded project that finished this year. The goal of the project was to promote the adoption of the eIDAS support infrastructure of CEF eID building block. To this end and based on the experience and learning obtained in former projects, the project was designed to produce and deploy the ESMO Gateway, a tool able to be deployed in many interoperability scenarios in order to minimise customisation needs of the existing services and data sources, especially those already available for identity federations like eIDAS or EduGAIN, on the academic sector.

ESMO also aimed at using the designed Gateway capabilities to deploy a support trust network infrastructure to provide added value to the eIDAS network, by facilitating the access and aggregation of academic sector data. This way, the benefits from eIDAS and the higher education sources, like EduGAIN, can be brought together paving the path for future convergence and strategic alignment of the different stakeholders.

In the present communication we will analyse the achievements of the ESMO project during its execution, as well as the roadmap for sustainability and adoption of the Gateway and the network, which includes forming an open source community and seeking the support of academic sector reference institutions.

2. PROJECT GOALS

ESMO aims at deploying a network support infrastructure to facilitate the interoperability between services and data sources to minimise adoption and maintenance cost. Thus, building a platform to facilitate trust management and bringing the e-services closer to the students. Through offering cross-border technical solutions to guarantee, under the umbrella of eIDAS, the mission of ESMO is to deploy a secure and interoperable platform for student mobility across Europe and developing a new way to transfer combined citizen and academic data among universities to help minimise bureaucracy and administrative procedures.

The main goal of ESMO is to promote eIDAS adoption through the CEF eID building block. Also, being an academic community oriented initiative; the focus is to facilitate learning mobility. The Gateway and the network can help simplifying the management of trust and data requirements, promoting the digitalisation of services and acting as a single point of entry for user-driven data collection, which also facilitates overcoming data protection issues in general purpose processes.

Finally, and given its general purpose design, ESMO aims at becoming a key element in promoting convergence with other initiatives in the same field, like EduGAIN and other CEF and ERASMUS+ projects with common and complementary objectives.

Despite being designed for the education sector, we expect the results of ESMO to be easily portable to other sectors.
3. GATEWAY DESIGN AND NETWORK

The ESMO gateway has been designed following a series of guiding principles:

- **Abstraction**: the main advantage of the Gateway is that it hides all technical and topological complexities for the integration of both service and data providers: they don’t need to know what’s behind them, and what are the protocols needed to reach them. The Gateway will take care of that by acting as a proxy, and using its multiple protocol support, with the capability to translate among them. This way, a data source or service provider just needs to implement one protocol and trust one entry point.

- **Scalability**: ESMO aims at being able to serve high availability deployments with the minimum cost and the maximum stability. To this end ESMO Gateway has been designed following a micro-service architecture. Each module is stateless and deployed independently. It gets connected to the system through two central elements: the Session Manager micro-service, that holds all the system state, and the Configuration Manager micro-service, which serves as the discovery service and trust broker. Multiple instances of all micro-services can be deployed to cover the demand (including the Session Manager, that includes a shared state framework).

- **Modularity and extendibility**: the behaviour of the gateway is easy to customise for situations different from its original purpose. During its design, all the functionally minimal units and their interactions were identified, creating a set of modular functional elements and the interfaces between them. This way, new modules or customisations of existing ones do not have impact on the rest of the application and limit the knowledge required to extend the functionality. Also, thanks to the micro-service approach, multiple technologies can be used to develop the modules.

- **Flexibility**: the design and behaviour of the Gateway needs to be general enough to allow deploying in a wide array of topologies, adapted to the needs of the sector, country or region. This is again achieved by the proxy functionality and the modular design.

- **Security** is one of the most important aspects of ESMO, carefully integrated by design to guarantee the integrity of internal and external communicational flows. Multiple layers of security have been included in ESMO architecture to offer the highest security standards in our final solution.

To cover the infrastructure needs of the project, ESMO deployed a network of Gateways, open per country, operated by the partners. These act as a wrapper for eIDAs network, managing the different academic data sources and acting as proxies for services accessing eIDAS, providing authentication but with a response enriched with additional academic information taken from the data sources selected by the user.

To ensure sustainability of the project, ESMO plans to build an open source community around the Gateway development, started by the participating partners, and seeking the adoption by country specific and European reference entities in the field, like research networks.
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